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  Abstract 
The knowledge and significance of the cross has remained inert in the lives of 
many Christians. For some, it is something to be avoided at all costs while for 
others something to be tolerated. The article has helped to bring the cross to the 
fore by highlighting the relevance and importance of the cross even in the 21st 
century. The article used different arguments and biblical passages to prove that 
without the cross which led to the death and resurrection of Christ, there is no 
salvation. The research used qualitative research design where purposive 
sampling was utilized. Based on the challenges facing the 21st century Christians, 
interviews were conducted among youths and some married people. The 
responses from these interviews showed that while some Christians of the 21st 
century have accepted the cross as necessary to their salvation, many still eschew 
it. Some recommendations were made. The article encouraged all Christians to 
appreciate the work of redemption which Christ did for them so that their love for 
each other will enable them to unite in carrying their own crosses daily to follow 
Christ to the end. The article concluded by reminding all Christians that as Christ 
reconciled them with the Father through his death on the cross, they should be 
signs of reconciliation to the world that is fragmented so that they become solace 
to those who live in the midst of many yet feel lonely, support to those who live in 
abundance yet die of hunger and exemplary to those who call Christ the Lord yet 
they deny the cross of Christ. 
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1. Introduction 

In a society that is fast moving into materialism and secularism, the language of the cross has become illogical 
according to Paul (1 Corinthians 1:18), an idea that falls into deaf ears. This position of the modern society about 
the cross could be the result of how it has been negatively perceived only as suffering or as a burden that weighs 
heavily on its carriers. In a supersonic age where everything is instantly done, an action that delays this instant 
movement in the way of suffering is utterly rejected and abandoned. Only few are ready for this. On the other hand, 
a careful catechetical and proper theological teaching on the cross with scriptural backing followed with a gradual 
religious approach may bring about the true meaning and significance of the cross to the 21st century Christians. 
The modern mind though radical sometimes, and inquisitive always, learns by seeing and doing; that is by imitation. 
A constant meditation on the passion of our Lord Jesus Christ who died on the cross to save humanity from their 
sins could have a direct impact of transforming this negative perception of the cross to a positive and fruitful impact. 
This is where the advice of Pope Leo the Great is very necessary when he said: “Anyone who has a true devotion of 
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the passion of the Lord must so contemplate Jesus on the cross with the eyes of his heart that Jesus’ flesh is his own” 
(Divine Office Vol. II p. 190). A scriptural and catechetical teaching about the cross with a religious approach has 
more fruitful dividend. There is need for a contemplative praxis of the cross which is daily. This daily contempla-
tion of the passion of Christ is possible because the message of the gospel is the message of the cross. This practice 
will strengthen the faith of Christians who will be ready to follow Christ at all cost. 

This article is about the study of the cross of Christ espousing its biblical and theological meaning as well as 
examining its significance in the lives of the 21st century Christians. The reference point is Matthew 16:24where 
Jesus said: “If anyone wants to follow me, let him deny himself, take his cross and follow me.” The Jerome Biblical 
Commentary helps us to understand that the ‘denial of self’ “does not mean the renunciation of some optional good 
as the phrase is commonly used; it means the affirmation that the self is nothing, that it has no claims or values. The 
phrase is echoed in Paul’s saying that Jesus emptied himself (Phil 2:7).” Taking up the cross daily presupposes rea-
diness to embrace martyrdom as it was the case in the early Church. Here lies an important challenge for the 21st 
century church and Christians. The discussion on this lead text Matthew 16:24 will unfold as the article progresses. 
Paul understood this central message of Christ when he quickly and promptly exclaimed: “Far be it from me to 
glory except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by which the world has been crucified to me, and I to the world” 
(Galatians 6:14). This is the position all Christians of the 21st century should adopt. The methodology employed in 
this article is descriptive and historical. The discussion on the true meaning of the cross is crucial in this article be-
cause a good understanding of the meaning of the cross encourages the authentic practise of Christian faith. The 
aim, therefore, is not to study or discuss all aspects of the cross. Instead the attention is on those areas that help 
Christians to treasure their faith, defend their faith and remain committed in following Christ at all costs. 

2. Meaning of the Cross 
The aim of this section is not just definition of terms, it goes far beyond this because it will analyse different as-

pects of the cross in order to enrich the knowledge of the 21st century Christians so as to help them to uphold their 
faith in Christ who died on the cross to save them. The word cross as used in this article is in relation to Christ’s 
suffering and death and the benefits it has for the followers of Christ. Explaining the meaning of the cross in this 
perspective; Our Sunday Visitor’s Encyclopaedia (1991) states: “as the instrument of Christ’s sacrifice on our be-
half, the cross is the principal symbol of the Christian faith” (p. 274). It is important to briefly explain the relation-
ship between the cross and the crucifix. “The crucifix is a cross on which the reproduction of Christ’s crucified 
body is placed” What we have in Western church is the crucifix. The Eastern Church also uses the crucifix though 
in a different design—a flat likeness of Christ in the form of icon” (p. 275). On the other hand, most Protestant 
Communions use the cross without the reproduction of Christ’s crucified body. Protestants have their reasons for 
not using the crucifix which include: “Jesus is no longer suffering on the cross, he is now in heaven, Jesus is risen 
from the dead not on the cross etc.” Both Fleming (1990) and Our Sundays Visitor’s Encyclopaedia (1991) agree 
that the Romans used the cross for the execution of criminals, normally slaves or non-citizens. (Deuteronomy 
21:22-23) describes how the Israelites of the Old Testament times killed criminals by hanging them on a tree. Since 
stoning was often used, the criminals may have been stoned to death first then hung on a tree as a sign to all that 
such a victim with the body on a tree was under the curse and judgment of God. For the Jews, hanging on a tree 
was a curse. In his commentary, Fleming remarked that the Jews considered that “Jesus hanging on the cross had 
the same meaning as hanging on the tree.” This conviction prompted the Jews to conclude that “Jesus was under the 
curse of God. “Jesus did not bear the curse of God, but he did so on behalf of sinners, not because of any sin he had 
committed.” The Jews might have a wrong understanding of the ‘curse’ Jesus bore in his death, a stumbling block 
to them. 

Buffeted, spat upon, reviled, tormented, scourged and finally nailed to the cross, he accepted as his com-
panions in punishment the two thieves on his right and on his left. He was numbered with murderers and 
criminals; tasted the gall and vinegar from the evil vine, was crowned with thorns instead of palm leaves 
and clusters of grapes, dressed in purple and mocked, struck with a reed, pierced in the side with a spear 
and finally laid in the tomb. All these he suffered in the interest of our salvation (Divine Office, Vol. 3, p. 
409).  

Yes Jesus suffered all these inflicted on him yet he did not regret what he went through having surrendered him-
self as prophesized. Isaiah 53:5-6 explains by saying: “Forsaken because of our sins, he was crushed because of our 
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wickedness. Through his punishment we are made whole; by his wounds we are healed.” Though the cross implies 
suffering which imposes pains, Jesus did not allow these to overwhelm him. This explains why he carried it to Cal-
vary enduring to the end. It was at the end that the essence of the cross was revealed. It is very uplifting how Peter 
Chrysologus interpreted these wounds Isaiah talked about as Christ addressed humanity thus:  

Perhaps you are ashamed because of the greatness of the passion which you inflicted on me. Do not be 
afraid. This cross is not mine; it is the sting of death. The nails do not pierce me with pain; they pierce me 
more deeply with love of you. These wounds do not draw groans from me; they draw you into my heart. 
Stretching out of my body makes room for you in my heart; it does not increase my pain. My blood is not 
lost to me; it is paid in advance for your ransom. Come then come back to me, and come to know me as a 
father; for see, I return good for evil, love for injuries, and for deep wounds a deeper love (Vol. 2, p. 561).  

From this angle, we can affirm that the cross is not only pain and suffering, it is also a triumph. The Catholic 
Church celebrates the exaltation of the cross on September 14 every year. This commentary of St. Andrew of Crete 
on the feast of exaltation captures our attention when he remarks:  

We are celebrating the feast of the cross where darkness was dispelled and light restored. We are 
celebrating the feast of the cross, and with the crucified one we are raised up, leaving behind us the earth 
and sin so that we may possess what is above. In this triumphal song, Andrew of Crete continues: How 
great the cross through which we have received a multitude of blessings; because against all reckonings, 
the miracles and sufferings of Christ have been victorious. Linking his commentary with the words of 
Christ, St Andrew concludes: The cross is also Christ’s exaltation; listen again to his own words: ‘when I 
am lifted up I will draw all to myself.’ You can see then that the cross is the glory and the exaltation of 
Christ (Vol. 3, p. 254). 

Commenting on Paul and the cross, Dianzon (2007, p. 42) argues: “but the cross as Paul himself discovers, is al-
so a place of victory.” Elaborating on what this victory entails, Dianzon insists: “participation in that victory does 
not mean that pains and sufferings are eradicated. No! Rather; they are accepted as necessary ingredients of victory.” 
Dianzon is correct because two people facing similar suffering see it differently. That person, whose mind has been 
heavily shaped by the world’s values, only sees the cross as pain and suffering. On the contrary the person, who has 
a true understanding of the meaning of the cross, though in weakness, believes that his weakness will be turned into 
an immense source of power and victory. She/he hopes that as he accepts the cross and embraces it as Christ did, 
God’s power is made manifest when he is helped to carry the cross patiently and meritoriously. Our discussion so 
far has moved a step further from seeing the cross only as pain, humiliation and suffering to seeing it as victory, 
triumph and glory. This transformation is necessary because for Fleming, the cross has become a symbol of salva-
tion. Our discussion on the meaning of the cross leads us to another important theme of this article. 

3. Jesus and the Cross 
All we have discussed so far will have less impact on our readers if we do not contextualize it with Jesus himself. 

The situation would also have been the same if Jesus after preaching about the cross failed to embrace it. The first 
part examines how the cross relates to Jesus while the second part focuses on the cross in the life and ministry of 
Jesus. Where there is extrapolation the idea is for emphasis. The prophecy of Isaiah in chapter 53 foretold those 
frightening expressions that awaited the messiah—the Son of God and Saviour of humankind. Isaiah was clear 
from the start by emphasizing that the sufferings of the messiah were for those of his brothers and sisters: “Yet ours 
were the sorrows he bore, ours were the sufferings he endured, although we considered him as one punished by 
God, stricken and brought low” (Isa 53:4). Explaining how we are beneficiaries to Christ’s sufferings, Isaiah con-
tinued: “Through his punishment we are made whole, by his wounds we are healed” (53:5). It was at the garden of 
Gethsemane that Jesus came face to face with the realities of Isaiah’s prophecies. Jesus first reaction was to pray to 
His Father to remove the ‘cup’ for him. In his own words Matthew 26:39 put it thus: “Father if it is possible, take 
this cup away from me. Yet not what I want but what you want.” Luke in his account said “An Angel from Heaven 
appeared to give him strength” (Lk 22:43). When Jesus was eventually condemned to death, he freely accepted the 
cross. In the Catholic Church, the first two Stations of the Cross can be momentous and emotional. They are mo-
mentous because judgment was passed and emotional because suffering and death are anticipated. In court when a 
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suspect is convicted and sentenced to death, both the convict and the relatives would normally burst into tears. That 
was not the same as Jesus. 

In the case of Christ, he freely accepted the cross and carried it on his shoulders. The interpretation given by 
Cingolani is very encouraging when he said: “It means that [Jesus] shoulders the world, humanity, the destiny of 
each one of us and goes on” (2010, p. 114). The interpretation of Cingolani is apt because it is in line with the 
prophecy of Isaiah who said: “by his wounds we are healed.” Another salient point that should not be overlooked is 
Luke’s comment that an ‘an angel appeared to give him strength.’ God does not give us the cross he knows we 
cannot carry. His grace is always enough for us. The Holy Spirit of God is still at work in us just as he did in the 
life of Jesus. In order to illustrate how Jesus valued the cross; and how he accepted it freely Cingolani argued: 

The cross always belongs to Jesus, whether carried by Simon of Cyrene or by others, willingly or com-
pelled. He is the first to take it upon himself voluntarily, to give it value and to teach us do likewise. The 
manner of perceiving the cross is his creation and this cross is always his, even when we carry it (p. 114).  

Going back to the prophecy of Isaiah 53:6 we note: “like sheep we have all gone astray each following his own 
way, but Yahweh laid upon him all our guilt.” We have said earlier that Christ did not suffer because of his own 
sins because he was sinless. He suffered because of our own sins, and because of the evils we are allowing to mul-
tiply till present. God in his merciful way dealt decisively with the evil—sin within and precisely. Cantalamessa has 
a powerful commentary on this decisive role of God within the confines of his power when he affirmed: 

God has chosen to overcome evil not by avoiding it, nor by using his almighty power to put it to rout 
and drive it out of the confines of his kingdom, but by taking it upon himself and transforming it from 
within into good, transforming hatred into love, violence into tenderness, injustice into justice anxiety into 
hope. He has done what he asked us to do when in the scripture he says to us, ‘do not be overcome by evil 
but overcome evil with good. This is what actually took place on the cross (part 2, p. 49).  

That beautiful passage from Ephesians calls to mind as a foundation background of the above statement where Paul 
proclaimed: 

For Christ is our peace, he who has made the two peoples one, destroying in his own flesh the wall, the 
hatred, which separated us. He abolished law with its commands and precepts. He made peace in uniting 
the two peoples in him, creating out of two one new man. He destroyed hatred and reconciled us both to 
God through the cross (Eph 2:14-16).  

A proper understanding of the true meaning of the cross helps Christians to appreciate what Christ went through 
to bring about our reconciliation with the Father through his death on the cross. Paul (2 Cor 5:18-19), brings this 
idea clearly thus: “All this is the work of God who in Christ reconciled us to himself… Because in Christ God re-
conciled the world to himself, no longer taking into account their trespasses and entrusting to us the message of 
reconciliation.” On this text, Vorgrimler (1992, pp. 147-148) referring to some authors, draws his conclusion thus: 
“Helmut Merklein takes up an idea expressed earlier by Rudolf Pesch, that in the death of Jesus God personally 
atoned for the recalcitrant Israel. In this case Jesus’ preaching would not need correction. God is the one who is 
already always reconciled, and from whom all reconciliation comes.” In other words, God’s forgiveness precedes 
human conversion.  

4. The Cross in the Life and Ministry of Jesus 

Jesus consistently told his disciples about his death on the cross (Matt 17:22; MK 9:31; Lk 9:44) yet they were 
too slow to understand what he was telling them. This narrative account of his death on the cross and the subse-
quent resurrection had a vital import in his ministry. All the Evangelists attest that Jesus was crucified on the cross 
with slight variations. Matthew, Mark and Luke included Simeon of Cyrene who was forced to carry the cross of 
Jesus. The versions of the ‘Community Bible Catholic Pastoral Edition’ are as follows: Mark (15:21-22) “On the 
way they met Simeon of Cyrene who was coming from the country and forced him to carry the cross of Jesus. 
When they had led him to the place called Golgotha which means the Skull… they nailed him on the cross.” Mat-
thew (27:32-33) “On the way, they met a man called Simeon of Cyrene they forced him to carry the cross of Jesus. 
When they reached the place called Golgotha (Calvary) which means the Skull … there they crucified him…” Luks 
(23:26.32-33) When they led him away they seized Simeon of Cyrene who was coming from the fields and laid the 
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cross on him to carry it behind Jesus. Along with Jesus, two others who were criminals were led out to be crucified. 
There at the place called the Skull he was crucified with criminals one on the right and the other on the left.” John 
(19:17-18) “Carrying his cross out of the city to what is called the place of the skulk in Hebrew Golgotha. There he 
was crucified and with him two others one on either side and Jesus was at the middle.” These four accounts from 
the four evangelists confirm that the cross was part of Jesus’ ministry to redeem humankind. In order to give cre-
dence to the death of Jesus on the cross, Raymond Brown (1994, p. 946) comments: ‘In the first century AD, Jesus 
is the first Jew whom we know to have been crucified.’ Brown backs up his statement saying: ‘Otherwise Josephus 
records no crucifixion of Jews during the first part of the Roman prefecture in Judea (AD 6-40), though there is 
ample attestation of crucifixion during the second part of the prefecture (AD 44-46).’ Brown’s commentary on John 
(10:17-18) explains reasons why John omitted Simeon of Cyrene by first referring to Jesus who said: “The Father 
loves me because I lay down my life so as to take it up again. No one takes it from me but I lay it down freely.” In 
his comment, Brown (p. 917) has this to say: “that John’s omission of Simeon of Cyrene was to emphasize Jesus’ 
control or authority even in the crucifixion may be hinted at in Justin’s (Apology 1.35.2) that when Jesus was cru-
cified, he applied his shoulders to the cross, a statement that he accompanies with a citation of Isaiah (9:5) ‘on his 
shoulders rests authority/rule’” In other words when Jesus was condemned to death he accepted his cross freely and 
carried it to Golgotha where he was crucified. In the words of Pope Benedict XVI (1987) “Jesus died praying.” As 
Jesus prayed at the beginning of his ministry Mark (1:12. 1:35) Luke (4:42) he also prayed at the end of his earthly 
ministry while on the cross Matthew (27:46.50) and John (19:30). By transforming the cross into victory, Christ is 
teaching the 21st century Christians to imitate him by accepting their own crosses as he did. This is a challenge for 
the 21st century church and Christians.         

I would like to conclude this section with my poem on the cross of Christ. The poem was written some years ago 
after hard times and challenging ordeals that brought strength and determination to follow and imitate Christ who 
never abandoned his cross. This was a personal lesson from the cross of Christ my Lord as I share it with the read-
ers of this article. 
 

The Cross on which My Saviour Died 
 
The Cross of my Savior, 
People call you a tree, 
For others you’re a wood, 
In a refined way a plank, 
Yet in a non-visible way, 
A burden to many, 
An unimaginable suffering, 
Yet, my Savior embraced you. 
 
The Cross of my Savior, 
For a long painful walk, 
You made the lamb carry you, 
On the shoulder of the Innocent you rested, 
With a mighty weight you lay on him, 
Thrice under you my Savior fell, 
In his tiredness you say drag me, push me, leave 
me not, 
For on Calvary it’s my turn to carry you. 
 
O Redeeming Cross of Christ, 
You prove sayings right, 
Bitter herbs bring faster healing, 

Patient dog eats fattest bones, 
You stuck onto my Savior, 
You pushed him down to bleeding point, 
In the mystery of suffering you invite the Savior, 
Hang on me in obedience and save Humanity. 
 
O Cross of my Savior, 
To look at you with Faith, 
In the depth of my being, 
With a vision in sight, 
In you I see, 
A figure to kiss and behold, 
Though in fear and fright, 
Saving Lord help me embrace mine like you. 
 
O exalted cross of Christ 
Now I see and admit 
No salvation without you 
Christ’s saying confirms this 
Disciples of mine to be 
Must carry their cross and follow 
In you rests the hope of glory 
And the joy of eternal life at Resurrection. 
(By Fr. Amadi, C. S. Sp. 2005)
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4.1 The Cross of Jesus in John and Paul 

We have referred to John (10:17-18) where Jesus declared that he laid down his life on his own. John also 
records these statements which point to Jesus’ suffering, and death on the cross. “As Moses lifted up the serpent in 
the desert, so must the Son of Man be lifted up” (3:14). “When you have lifted up the Son of Man, then you will 
know that I am He…” (8:28). The last statement says: “And when I am lifted up from the earth, I shall draw all to 
myself” (12:32). Brown (p. 1484) commenting on these three predictions argues: “That this ‘lifting up’ involves 
death is clear from the interpretation which the evangelist supplies for the third saying. That the death involves hos-
tile action by his opponents is implied in the second. That it involves crucifixion is strongly suggested in the first 
(he is to be elevated on the pole so that all can see) and is emphasized in the explanation of the third (the type of 
death he was going to die)” Relating these predictions to the cross Brown affirms: “And on the cross Jesus is lifted 
up physically from the ground, he is at the same time being lifted up symbolically to God and returning to his Fa-
ther. The fulfilment of drawing all to himself is well interpreted by Brown when he declares: “John wants his read-
ers to see Jesus as truly predicting; for when he was lifted up from the cross, Joseph from Arimathea and Nicode-
mus who hitherto had been hesitant disciples, come publicly to give him an honourable burial, acting as representa-
tives of ‘all’ whom Jesus had begun to draw to himself.” It is on the basis of Jesus’ death on the cross and his glo-
rious resurrection that he has drawn huge followers to himself who have continued to follow him up to the 21st 
century. 

On the part of Paul, the cross became manifest at the prediction during his encounter with the risen Lord on the 
road to Damascus. Acts of the Apostles records this prediction thus: “But the Lord said to him [Ananias]. Go! This 
man is my chosen instrument to bring my name to the pagan nations and their kings, and the people of Israel as 
well. I myself will show him how much he will have to suffer for my name” (9:15-16). These words of Christ to 
Ananias came true in the life of Paul who recounting his ordeals for the sake of the gospel proclaims: “Five times 
the Jews sentenced me to thirty-nine lashes; three times I was beaten with a rod, once I was stoned. Three times I 
was shipwrecked and once I spent a night and a day adrift on the high seas” (2 Cor 11:24-25). From verses (26-33) 
Paul continues recounting his experiences for Christ and his gospel. With these experiences, Paul is right to hold on 
to his claim when he says: “For me I do not wish to take pride in anything except in the cross of Christ Jesus our 
Lord. Through him the world has been crucified to me and I to the world” (Galatians 6:14). The cross here accord-
ing to the Jerome Biblical Commentary means the ‘whole Christ-event… The whole kosmos all that stands at the 
enmity with God,—the sphere of pleasures and ambitions related to the flesh in which Judaizers find their boast’ (p. 
26). Paul not only understood what the cross meant for him, he embraced it fully to the end. In other words, Paul 
preached the cross of Christ and lived it practically. It is not a surprise therefore, that Giordani gave him the title ‘St. 
Paul Apostle and Martyr.’ Hugo (p. 262) gives an insight how Paul died a martyr when he recounts: “At the end of 
two years St. Paul was released from his Roman imprisonment and then travelled to Spain, later to the East again, 
and then back to Rome where he was imprisoned a second time, and in AD 7 was beheaded.” Indeed, Paul fulfilled 
Christ’ saying: “I myself will show him how much he will have to suffer for my name.” Many Christians answer 
Paul so the 21st century Christians have much to learn from this great Apostle.   

4.2 Paul’ Theology of the Cross 

This section deals with Paul’s theology of the cross so as to enable us join Paul to affirm: “We preach Christ cru-
cified… Christ, the power of God, and the wisdom of God” (1Cor 1:23-24). Paul was very consistent in his theolo-
gy of the cross where he saw the passion and death of Christ as a prelude to the resurrection. For Fitzmyer, (1968) 
‘all three phases make up the story of the cross.’ Conscious of the fact that it was the Lord of glory that was cruci-
fied and humiliated, Fitzmyer continues, ‘his resurrection meant his victory.’ Indeed, if the passion, death and re-
surrection are the story of the cross, Paul was right when he said: “Far be it from me that I should boast of anything 
except the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ by which the world has been crucified to me and I to the world” (Gal 
6:14). As Christians who were baptized in the name of Christ, we strongly believe that ‘the one who raised the Lord 
Jesus from the dead will raise us also with Jesus’ (2 Cor 4:14). Speaking to the Romans Paul presented his thought 
and argument in this sequence: “By this baptism, this death, we were buried with Christ and as Christ was raised 
from among the dead by the glory of the Father, so we must walk in a new life. We have been buried with him to 
share in his death, in a symbolic way, and so we will also share in his resurrection” (Rom 6:4-5). The resurrection, 
therefore, has elevated the cross from being a thing of scandal, humiliation, degradation to a thing of victory and 
triumph. In his summary of Paul’s theology of the cross, Tilling sends a powerful message to all Christians saying: 
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The cross; in other words, was all about unity, all about bringing Christians together in a new reality by 
crucifying the world that divided them. The cross opens a new life together where the less respected 
members are treated with greater respect and where mutual love reigns. The cross is not a divisive and ab-
stract doctrine, for Paul, exactly the opposite. It is the story we inhabit, and one which shows; above all, 
the kindness of God’s love, creating a world in which unity-in-our-differences is the mother-tongue. Such 
is Paul’s beautiful theology of the cross. 

When Christians live the way of the cross, they understand the profundity of God’s love to them, appreciate the 
reconciliation with the Father Christ brought about by shedding his blood on the cross; the result of which is the 
unity with the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Such unity is yet to be realised among Christians. The ceremo-
nies all through lent especially on Good Friday are moving towards this unity among Christians. Therefore the sig-
nificance of the cross to the 21st Christians is vital, enriching and indispensible. 

4.3 The Disciples’ Cross 

The disciples’ attitude to the cross of Jesus was made manifest in their association with him. Mark records one 
such occasion when Jesus was telling them that the ‘Son of Man will be delivered into the hands of men, they will 
kill him, but three days after he has been killed, he will rise’ (9:31). Instead of being concerned and worried about 
what their Master told them, they were busy canvassing for position namely who would be the greatest among them. 
However, Jesus used the opportunity to teach them the importance of humility and service. These two virtues were 
lacking among the disciples of Jesus. Peter stands out as the disciple whose major problem was the cross. Imme-
diately after his confession at Caesarea Philippi Jesus predicted his own death but Peter took him aside and began 
to reproach him, ‘never Lord, no this must never happen to you.’ Jesus’ reaction must have been a surprise to Peter 
when he was commanded to get behind Jesus as Satan (Matt 16:22-23). Peter was called Satan because he was a 
hindrance on the way for Christ. In spite of all his promises to stand by Jesus in his trials Peter still denied him be-
cause he could not face the imminent cross. Cingolani (2010, p. 26) depicts the general attitude of the disciples to 
the cross of Jesus thus: “According to Matthew and Mark, the disciples echo Peter’s bragging. All are deaf to Jesus’ 
admonition that the cross is hard to bear. They do not ask for mercy.” After the death, the resurrection and the 
coming of the Holy Spirit, the disciples were empowered to embrace the cross with fortitude and faith to the extent 
that some of them died as martyrs. Acts (12:2) records that James suffered martyrdom. With his heroic act he be-
came the first to be martyred and he also fulfilled his promise when Jesus asked are you ready to drink the cup that 
I will drink. At first, the disciples allowed their weaknesses to control them. When they received the spirit of the 
risen Lord, they were strengthened. In the same way, the 2st century Christians should count on the power, mercy 
and love of Christ instead of depending on their own strength which disappoints them when confronted with the 
cross. 

4.4 The True Cross of Christ 

Historians and scripture scholars have never disputed the death of Christ on the cross. What they have not agreed 
upon is what happened to that cross on which Christ died. Laux told a story on how Emperor Constantine had a 
dream where Christ appeared to him urging him to adopt the cross as his standard instead of a Roman standard. 
Another version of the story still by John Laux has it that Constantine saw a cross of light in the heavens around 
which these words were written: “in hoc signo vinces” (in this sign you shall conquer). On October 27, Emperor 
Constantine waged war against the powerful pagan Maxentius who after proclaiming himself master of Italy and 
Africa wanted to bring the entire West under his authority. In that war, Maxentius and his thousands of soldiers 
were killed; the few that survived flew. “Having achieved this vital victory Emperor Constantine caused his own 
statue to be set up, holding in his hand the standard of the cross (labarum), with the inscription ‘through this saving 
sign have I freed your city from the tyrant’s yoke’” (1989, p. 76). Hugo throws more light on the cross on which 
Christ died. According to him, the cross on which Christ was crucified ‘was thrown into a well and covered with 
stones so that his followers might not be able to find it.’ The discovery of the true cross came some years later in-
volving St. Helena the mother of Emperor Constantine. Hugo gave an interesting account of this discovery in these 
words:  

When the Emperor [Constantine] determined to erect a church on Mount Calvary, St. Helena; although 
eighty years of age, undertook to see the work executed, started for Jerusalem hoping to find the Holy 
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Cross. Excavations were made and three crosses were discovered. The title which lay near one of the 
crosses, and perhaps the marks of the nails by which it has been attached, seemed to indicate which was 
the Cross of our Saviour. St. Helena built two magnificent churches one on Mount Calvary, the other on 
Mount Olivet (1977, pp. 340-341). 

Unfortunately this cross fell into the hands of Persian King Chosroes II when he ransacked Jerusalem in 614 car-
ried great treasures among which was the relic of the true cross. Later, ‘Emperor Heraclius of Constantinople de-
feated and invaded Persia and forced the king to sue for peace and restore the sacred cross.’ In a very dramatic way, 
Hugo describes how Emperor Heraclius reverently brought back the cross in these words: 

When he reached the city gate that led to Calvary, the Emperor laid aside every robe and mark of royalty 
and clothed in sackcloth of penance and barefoot, carried the cross up the ascent of Calvary and restored it 
to its place in the church of the Holy Sepulchre. This event is commemorated by the church on September 
14 on the feast of the triumph of the Holy Cross 

Considering all that surrounded the Holy Cross of Christ, St. Andrew of Crete is very correct in his commentary 
on the feast of the exaltation of the cross when he declares: 

We are celebrating the feast of the cross whereby darkness was expelled and light restored. We are cele-
brating the feast of the cross, and with the crucified one; we are raised up, leaving behind us the earth and 
sin so that we may possess what is above (Vol. 3, p. 253).  

The knowledge of the real cross of Christ and its discovery will continue to help the 21st century Christians to 
appreciate the importance of the cross in their lives. It is this same true cross that Mother Mary stood at its foot 
watching her only Son die on it. 

4.5 Mary and the Cross of Jesus 

The prophecy of Simeon in Luke’s gospel 2:34-35 not only warned Mary but also strengthened her for all that 
would befall her because of her Son Jesus Christ. “Simeon blessed them and said to Mary, see this child is destined 
for the rise and fall of many in Israel. He shall stand as a sign of contradiction for many and a sword shall pierce 
your heart…” Surely this prophecy remained and dominated the life of Mary in anticipation of its fulfilment. No 
wonder; therefore, that Mary was fully present throughout her Son’s passion. She saw all the stages Jesus passed 
through for example when Jesus was scourged, crowned with thorns, covered with spittle, when his clothes were 
removed leaving him naked, when these clothes were divided by soldiers and when he was nailed on the ross (John 
19:23-23). With these one could imagine the bitterness in Mary’s heart that equalled the words of desolation by the 
ancient daughter of Zion found in the book of lamentation 1:12: “All you who pass by, look and see is any sorrow 
like the sorrow that afflicts me? Lumen Gentium No 58 beautifully projects Mary thus: 

The Blessed Virgin Mary advanced in her pilgrimage of faith and loyally persevered in her union with her 
Son unto the cross. There she stood in keeping with the Divine plan, suffering grievously with her only 
begotten Son. There she united herself with a maternal heart to his sacrifice, and lovingly consented to the 
immolation of this victim in which she herself brought forth. 

The whole of this passage was well chosen by the Council Fathers where every part of it depicted the heart of 
Mary as she watched her Son carrying his cross to Calvary. She never separated herself from her Son but she kept 
on enduring her Son’s sufferings in her heart. St. Bernard was right when he said: “We rightly speak of you as more 
than a martyr, for the anguish of mind you suffered exceeded all bodily pains” (Vol. 3, p. 263). Contemplating on 
all that happened to Mary, Cantalamessa saw it in the light of God trying to know if Mary still stood firm to her 
‘Yes’ commitment. He expressed this thought thus: “God tried Mary on Calvary to see what was in her heart and in 
that heart; He found the ‘Yes’ and the ‘Here I am’ she uttered on the day of the Annunciation intact and reinforced” 
(Part 1, p. 93).  

One of the last words of Jesus that would have broken the heart of Mary was recorded by John in chapter 19: 
26-27: “When Jesus saw the mother and the disciple, he said to the mother; woman this is your son; then He said to 
the disciple there is your mother.” Here is momentous scenery full of emotions in the sense that Jesus meeting face 
to face with his mother, preferred to call her ‘woman’ so as not to break her trembling heart so he decided to use 
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that impersonal formula with a ‘generic function.’ The commentary on this Johannine passage from what Jesus saw 
from the cross by Sertillanges (1996) speaks volumes about Mary and the cross of Jesus: 

She [Mary] takes Jesus as He is, both in his person and in his function. The new Eve is united to the new 
Adam, whether it be on the bed of sorrow or in the generations in which their posterity will live. His will 
and testament made, Jesus relapses into his silence, and Mary into her meditation. She cannot protest, she 
cannot say ‘No!’ nor without anguish, can she say ‘Yes.’ The substitution of a man to her Divine Son, of a 
multitude for the only begotten; is this a matter of rejoicing? The present has not the right to hide the fu-
ture from her, still less has the future the right to snatch her from the present. What else can she do save 
stand erect, body and soul, as ever the submissive handmaid of the Lord? 

It is under this condition that Mary invites all Christians especially Catholics to join her in adoring the will of the 
Father which Christ followed up to the cross which we adore during the stations of the cross as we genuflect saying: 
By your cross you have redeemed the world. 

4.6 The Significance of the Cross of Christ 

Pope Francis reflecting on the importance of the cross said: 

Faithful discipleship is grace and love in action; it is the practice of sacrificial charity. When we journey 
without the cross, when we build without the cross, when we profess Christ without the cross, we are not 
the disciples of the Lord, we are worldly. We may be bishops, priests, cardinals, popes but not disciples of 
the Lord. It is from the cross the supreme act of mercy and love that we are reborn as a new creation 
(2014, p. 20). 

Pope Francis re-echoed this important condition of discipleship specified by Jesus himself in Matthew 16:24 
saying: “If anyone wants to follow me let him deny himself, take up his cross and follow me.” The word 
‘self-denial here is fundamental because it shows how the would-be disciple is ready to sacrifice what he or she 
considers very important to him or her. Fleming (1990, p. 82) explains further this passage by saying: “To bear 
one’s cross is still a requirement for the person who wants to follow Jesus Christ. It means to sacrifice one’s own 
interests for the sake of Jesus. Christ does not require every disciple to suffer literal crucifixion, but he does require 
every disciple to be prepared for it, should it be the will of God.” While we contemplate the self-denial aspect of it, 
it is also worthwhile to consider the resultant effect of the cross. St Theodoret of Studite who understands the signi-
ficance of the cross appreciates it remarkably here: “In the cross every Apostle has glorified, by it every martyr has 
been crowned and every saint made holy. We have put on the cross of Christ and laid aside the old man. Through 
the cross we have joined Christ’s flock and are granted a place in the sheepfold of heaven” (Vol. 2, P. 524). Indeed, 
Paul was correct when he exclaimed: “Far be it from me to glory except the cross of Christ, by which the world has 
been crucified to me and I to the world.” If the world is crucified to Paul and Paul to the world, Paul sees the cross 
as Jesus triumph which is also the triumph of those who are ready to carry their cross and follow their leader—who 
earlier said: “When I am lifted up, I will draw all things to myself” (Jn 12:32). Drawing all men and women to 
himself implies or rather challenges Christians to help spread his reign everywhere. This challenge of spreading the 
reign of Christ everywhere is well documented by Tilling (2017) in this report: 

The cross in other words, was all about unity, all about bringing Christians together, in a new reality by 
crucifying the world that divided them. The cross opens up a new life together, where the less respectable 
members are treated with greater respect (1Cor 12:23), and where mutual love reigns. The cross is not a 
divisive and abstract doctrine; for Paul, exactly the opposite. It is the story we inhabit, and one which 
shows above all, what the kindness of God loves like, creating a world in which unity-in-our-differences 
is the mother tongue. 

How beautiful when that unity is realised among Christians where race and language will no longer be barriers to 
worship Christ freely everywhere. Taking up this love of God as exemplified by the cross, Cole (1992) demon-
strates this vividly in this text:  

The cross of Christ is central to Christian faith. The cross reveals to us the character of God: His love for 
the lost sinners and his perfect justice meet at the cross. If we want to grow in our love for God, which is 
the first and greatest commandment, then we must be growing to understand and appreciate the cross, 
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which shows us his great love. If we want to grow in godliness, we must grow in understanding the signi-
ficance of the cross… The cross is where all the wounds of sin are healed. 

The cross which looked like the symbol of shame, pain and defeat was and still is the place of victory where 
God’s fidelity to his promises are fully realised. It is a powerful symbol which reminds Christians of the price paid 
for their redemption. 

5. The Cross and the Twenty-First Century Christians 
The first step in this discussion is to examine the challenges of the 21st century Christianity in general and se-

condly to highlight the challenges of the youths in particular and finally to explore various ways the cross could be 
used to address some of these problems and challenges. It examines those circumstances and problems that impinge 
or challenge the faith and lives of the 21st century Christians. Issues to be expected from the 21st century Christians 
are underscored by Cardinal Tarciso Bertone. Quoting Pope Benedict XVI, Bertone (2011) argues: 

In the great dispute over mankind, which characterizes modern lives, the Council had to address itself in 
particular way to the subject of anthropology… It had to define the relationship between the church and 
the modern age in a new way, a relationship that began with Galileo and was fractured further when Kant 
defined religion within the confines of reason, and when, in the radical phase of the French Revolution, a 
model of state and mankind was put forward that left no room for the church or for faith. 

Bertone’s pre-empted observation articulates and points at the direction the modern age would be heading to and 
warns the church for proactive readiness to tackle problems that modern age and secularism might pose. The 21st 
century Christians are members of the modern society where radical ideologies that question everything about God, 
faith and church are upheld. In a situation where peoples’ minds have been removed from faith and everything 
about the cross, Cingolani (2002, p. 194) rationalizes: “A God with cross is out of reach for the human intellect. 
And faith was still fragile.” For many, therefore, embracing the cross in such a situation becomes difficult. The 
most difficult aspect of the cross is its nonconformity to the world which is subject to sin. A cursory look at some 
of challenges follows. 

5.1 Challenges facing the 21st Century Church and Christians 

The 21st century Christians do not experience the same problems the first century Christians experienced. 
Therefore, the church of the 21st century should adopt approaches that work effectively for Christians of this cen-
tury without ‘watering down her teachings.’ The church should know and be concerned about the challenges of the 
century so as to be able to plan her strategies adequately. Some of these challenges are discussed below. 

5.1.1 Social Media at the Services of Prosperity Churches 
The existence of Social Media has transformed the world into a global village. As a result what happens in any 

continent of the world cannot be hidden from the rest of the world and Christians are part of this global entity. Just 
as there are positive features that come from social media; in the same way, some negative things equally abound. 
Through the powerful influence of the social media, ‘prosperity churches’ have spread everywhere. Consequently, 
pastors, including some Catholic priests, have prosperity messages in order to appeal to the sentiments of their 
members. The message of the cross is hardly preached in those prosperity churches and this has influenced many 
Christians who prefer to go to those churches to listen to those preachers who will tell them those things they want 
to hear. They want to hear that there is no more physical, spiritual and material suffering in their lives. This is a big 
challenge to the church. However, it must be borne in mind that one powerful symbol always identified with Jesus 
and his church is the cross. The 21st century Christians should bear in mind that we are receptors and reflectors of 
Christ’s love. Since Christ’s love was expressly shown on the cross, the church and Christians of the 21st century 
should reflect Christ’s love to the world through the mediation of the cross using also the services of social media 
in a more positive way. 

5.1.2 Ministry of Presence 
The response Cain gave to God in Genesis 4:9 is gradually eating deep into the hearts of Christians of the 21st 

century. Through the uniting power of the Holy Spirit, Christians ought to be connected to God and to one another. 
Thus, through the ministry of presence, Christians should bear witness in the world by their availability in times of 
joy and sorrows. When Christians help one another through love in carrying their crosses, Christian faith becomes 
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visible, convincing and deeply rooted. Christians should always be there for one another; acting as their brothers 
and sisters keepers especially in moments of needs. 

This is how it is supposed to be. After all, St. Cyprian standing by his friend St. Cornelius in his trying time; ex-
horted: “Let us remember each other with one heart and mind. Let us pray for each other always and lighten our 
burdens and anxieties by our mutual love” (Vol. 3, p. 269). Therefore the ministry of presence is very necessary in 
the 21st century where people live in a crowd yet they feel very lonely. 

5.1.3 Working for Racial Reconciliation 
It is very unfortunate that in some churches in the 21st century, some Christians are racially discriminated against. 

Such attitude is against the mind of Christ who shed his blood for the redemption of all his followers. The 21st 
century Christians should be at the fore-front in working for justice, healing and reconciliation among the body of 
Christ that has been fragmented because of racism. The meditation on the passion especially on the cross where 
Christ extended his hands is an encouragement that Christ is inviting all to become members of his kingdom. Christ 
is our model because he “made peace by uniting two people in him; creating out of the two one new man. He de-
stroyed hatred and reconciled us both to God through the cross making the two one body” (Ephesians 2:15-16). 
Christians should not allow race to divide again that body of Christ which he reconciled and united with his blood. 
That advice Christ gave should always guide us when dealing with one another: That is people should know that we 
are Disciples of Christ by the love we have for one another. Where racism still exists in the world especially in the 
church, Christians should see that it is done away with then work for reconciliation among the races concerned. 

5.1.4 Gender and Sexuality 
Although these terms are in the realm of theological anthropology, we do not intend to go into details because it 

is a vast area encompassing a wide range of things. The vastness of it prompted Cortex (2010) to affirm that human 
beings are born as sexed beings and spend much of their lives understanding precisely what this means. For Sachs 
(1991), this means that humanity is one nature which subsists in two different modes; male and female. Therefore 
any authentic Christian anthropology must emphasize the dignity, freedom, equality and mutuality of men and 
women. In most cases this has not been so because the issue of gender and sexuality has created fragmentation 
among Christians in various churches. Among Christians that form the body of Christ, some are fighting to defend 
their positions as homosexuals, feminists and gender identities. While these claims occupy Christians of the 21st 
century, they forget that before his death, Christ assured all that when he is lifted up on the cross, he will draw all to 
himself. That is both men and women who carried their cross to follow Christ to the end of time are the chosen 
ones 

5.1.5 Lack of Commitment 
The 21st century Christians lack patience and so they lack commitment. This lack of commitment is conspi-

cuously seen in areas of marriage and church activities. Firstly, our generation of Christians finds it difficult to be 
committed to one partner for a long period of time. This lack of commitment is the cause of many divorce cases in 
marriage which our century witnesses. It is unbelievable though true that few months after wedding the new 
couples claim that they are ‘incompatible.’ The truth is that they are not ready to shoulder their partner’s crosses. 
Twenty people interviewed, 10 men 10, women gave the following responses. All ten women said their 
ex-husbands were unfaithful and so were not committed to their marriage. While 8 men said barrenness was the 
cause; only 2 claimed incompatibility. In the same vein, many Christians are not committed to any local church 
which makes ‘true discipleship and true long obedience formation very difficult.’ Consequently they run from one 
church to another. Sometimes, they prefer to live the lives of anonymity which shelters them from commitment. 
The teaching of Christ in Luke 14:27 is apt here: “Whoever that does not follow me carrying his/her cross cannot 
be my disciple.” This should be re-emphasized from time to time to the 21st century Christians so that they become 
aware that the call to follow Christ comes with crosses to carry in whatever form. 

5.1.6 Materialism and Consumerism 
The use of technology has brought about high level of production in different fields in human endeavour. This 

brings about excessive desires and demands-leading to materialism which characterizes the 21st century society. 
The Social Doctrine of the Church (2004) warns that ‘the common good of the society is not an end in itself; it has 
value only in reference to attaining the ultimate ends of the person and the universal common good of the whole 
creation’ (p. 92). Surely God is the ultimate end of his creatures. The excess desires for materialism lead to consu-
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merism. The Social Doctrine of the Church (2004) warns again that ‘the phenomenon of consumerism maintains a 
persistent orientation towards having rather than being’ (p. 194). Unfortunately this way of life has crept into the 
church eating up the fabrics of Christians of the 21st century. The prosperity churches in one way or the other pro-
mote this way of life which makes it difficult to combat. Obele’s question is very apt here when he asked: “How 
can the devil not have power when he has literally taken over our churches and the gospel of the cross has been 
replaced by the gospel of pleasure, wealth, competition and revenge” (2020, p. 350). On the other hand, Brett (2016) 
has a valid observation when he remarks, the church is a place where members of a body come together for pur-
poses beyond themselves. It is an invitation to join Christ in what he is already doing in the world, not an invitation 
for Christ to affirm our self-actualization. It is necessary, therefore, for the church to create life styles in which the 
quest for truth, goodness, service, availability and communion with others for the sake of common growth become 
factors that will determine consumer choices. The choice to belong to Christ is also the choice of his cross which 
directs all other choices Christians of the 21st should make. In order to check the accumulation of excessive wealth 
and consumerism, Christians of the 21st century should be ready to bear the burdens of their brothers and sisters 
instead of accumulating wealth while their brothers and sisters die in abject poverty. 

5.1.7 Boredom 
The Christians of the 21st century live in a society that is ‘fast-paced’ and ‘noisy.’ This environment has condi-

tioned the Christians to the extent that they find it hard to sit at a place for meditation without movement and music. 
Some Catholics complain that celebrating Mass and saying the Rosary is ‘boring’ because they see these as ‘routine 
rituals.’ The 21st century Christians go for those activities that bring excitement with emotional feelings. Amadi 
(2018) warns that ‘when Christians spend much time looking for ways to satisfy their emotional feelings; they end 
up worshipping their emotions instead of worshipping God’ (p. 169). While the Eucharistic celebration should be 
well prepared and lively, we should also bear in mind that we are dealing with something sacred, awe-inspiring 
beyond human feelings. Christians of the 21st century should learn from Christ who was humble and patient in 
carrying his cross on the way to Calvary and to the end. As Christ allowed himself to be broken, Christians should 
also allow themselves to be broken in humility in service of their brothers and sisters for the glory of God. These 
services uplift the bored and the look warm. 

5.2 Challenges of the Twenty-First century Christian Youths 

The 21st century has witnessed unprecedented events that have overwhelmed the Christian youths with many 
challenges so much so that many of them have been blinded by these ephemeral events. These challenges are nu-
merous but we shall discuss few of them in this section beginning with pornography. 

5.2.1 Pornography 
The rate at which information and communication technology circulate pornographic videos is so alarming that 

children between ten and twelve years are drawn to them. By the time they are 18, they have become addicted to 
these obnoxious things. Pornography is so powerful that the youths can spend days and weeks on it not minding the 
effect it has on them morally. 

5.2.2 Drug Abuse, Smoking and Alcoholism 
After watching pornography, they immerse themselves in drug, smoking and alcoholism. With drug, smoking 

and alcoholism they end up in fornication and prostitution. In other words, they go from one vice to another. There 
is no time for virtues, goodness, holiness and Godliness. 

5.2.3 Ungodly Dressing and Hair Styles 
The girls put on anything that exposes the contours of their bodies and even go to church with such dresses. 

While the boys have funny hair styles, they embellish their walking-posture with sagging. In both cases; unfortu-
nately, many of them do not want to listen to anybody not to talk of taking corrections. Other challenges that con-
front the youths of this century include: cultism, materialism, examination malpractices and negative influence 
from peer pressure. Some of the youths interviewed confessed that they are influenced by peer pressure and by 
watching those they admire on the televisions as celebrities. Another area of concern is their perception of the 
church as archaic that is not modern, something not in vogue. Majority think that the cross is a burden to them 
which does not allow them to exercise their freedom.  
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The answers above are based on the few challenges already discussed. Their reactions on the significance of the 
cross are presented thus: Thirty-five (35) youths were interviewed on: The Knowledge of the Cross: All of them 
believe that Christ died on the Cross for all. On the Significance of the Cross, thirty (30) see the cross as a punish-
ment. The reason they gave was that if God punished Christ for the sins of the world, the cross still remains a pu-
nishment which also reminds them of their own punishment. Lastly, Five (5) accepted that they were once rascally, 
immoral and cultists but the thought of Christ’s death on the cross and the blood shed for them helped them to re-
pent and become practising Christians. 

Well, all is not yet lost. The bible passage I have repeatedly read to the youths comes from Colossians 2:13-14. 
“You were dead. You were in sin and uncircumcised at the same time. But God gave you life with Christ. He for-
gave all your sins. He cancelled the records of our debts, those regulations which accuse us. He did away with all 
that and nailed them to the cross.” Hearing this passage read to them daily will help them to appreciate what Christ 
did for them through the cross. This will help them not only to appreciate the cross but also encourage them to 
come back to the church where they will be reformed completely for the glory of God through Christ. 

6. Conclusions 
The article explored various aspects of the cross with the aim of discovering its significance to the 21st century 

Christians. It devoted substantial amount of time discussing the meaning of the cross because many Christians have 
only the negative knowledge of the cross. The article presented Jesus together with the cross as the practical way of 
knowing and appreciating the significance of the cross. The discussion on the discovery of the true cross on which 
Christ died added much flavour to the article because the presence of the true ross is an important evidence that 
when Christ was lifted up on the cross, he drew all men and women to himself. Mary the mother of Jesus had her 
own taste and share of the cross of Christ. As a good mother, her ‘Yes’ at the Annunciation was her ‘Yes’ at the 
foot of the cross. The article examined the challenges of the 21st century Christians in general and those of the 
youths in particular. It was discovered that some youths of the 21st century have neglected the cross and as a result 
have fallen into vices that have corroded their lives; rendering them spiritually ineffective. The article appealed to 
the youths to come back to Christ in order to appreciate the redemptive work Christ did for them and the whole 
world. Since the cross is still relevant to the 21st century Christians, we ought to boast about the cross of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, in whom we have our salvation, life and resurrection; through him we have been redeemed and saved. 
As Christians, therefore, we proudly uphold that Christ is now crowned with glory and honour because he suffered 
death and rose gloriously. 

7. Recommendations 
(1) The teaching of the importance of the cross should be intensified through catechism and homilies. 
(2) Christians should be committed to their faith based on the crucified and risen Lord. 
(3) Married Christians should be faithful to their marriage commitment. 
(4) Christian youths should appreciate the importance of the cross and come back to Christ. 
(5) The Church should make the ceremonies of the Holy Week more interesting and participatory. 
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